
 
 
                                                 REMEMBERING ORIN! 
 

 The conch shell blows - the conch shell blows - 
  the conch shell bellows- 

           I am imploring all to touch and greet each other in the here 
           and the now. 
           Because we, as humans, will succumb to death and the spirit 
           continues to endure - rhythm is life and life is rhythm -  
           The conch shell blows - the conch shell bellows - 
            Innate spirituality - take a breath - breathe! Pulsate rhythmically! 

     World/words - galaxies - within! Without! 
                                    Rhythm! Rhythm! Rhythm! 
             Snap your fingers - tap your feet! Loosen up - feel the vibration -  

               close your eyes - flow with it! Be empowered. Light - life - love - 
               Cause/effect - effect/cause - “Maat”! Proper action/actions - balance!  

             Inside! Outside! Rhythm! Rhythm! Day - night - all in all - the “All” 
                                    Be Awakened! 

             I spent some foundational time with him - not passing but quality time. 
             In 1975 I shared my experience with him and he in turn expressed his  
             desire to be a medical Doctor - a Physician! He excelled in the sciences 
             which paved the way for him to be among two other students who  
             co-authored and published their research Titled Mossbauer studies of the 
             speciation of Tributyltin  compounds in seawater and sediment samples 
             January 1986 Volume 27. His academic prowess in the sciences generated  
             reviews and recruitments to major institutions to pursue Chemistry, but he 
             was relentless on being accepted into medical school.  
             I will continue to describe Orin as an Architect of the world/worlds. He 
            was grounded, rooted and rounded. He participated in sports and  
            understood the nature of competition - teaching as the game progresses. 
            His peers understood his commitment to mastery whether basketball,  
            chess, badminton, draughts, - or academics. 
            As a scientist he understood clearly the concepts of past, present and future  
            are “one” and the same. Yes! He was a scientist - and chemist - alchemist. 
           His core was the seven Hermetic Axioms and I am isolating the Principle 

   of Mentalism - the all is mind; The Universe is Mental and the Principle of   
   Correspondence “As above, so below, as below, so above” and more so  
   “the all is everything and everything is the all”. He delved into the true  
   nature of energy, power, and matter, which are “subordinate to the mastery 
  of the mind”. His underlying thought was that “modern technology is partly   
  based upon our manipulation of the spectrum”. Vibrations Oh! Vibrations! 
 



 
 
  Hug the realms of light - he did! He created substantial frames of      
  references. 
  My message to his nieces, nephews and to youths is that they should   
  continue to pursue their own “investigations into the realm of the real”… 
  Naked Truth! He did! Continue his work - Hidden Treasures! 
  “Without courage there can be no Truth”. I have a different view of his  
  struggles.                        
                                        Be Awakened! 
Peace unto him! Asante Sana (Thank you very much) 
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